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ABSTRACT

Through-the-wall radar (TWR) technique with UWB (ul-
tra wide-band) signals are promising candidates for non-
destructive testing or reliable human detection buried un-
der collapsed walls in disaster scenes. As an efficient 3-
dimensional imaging approach, the range points migration
(RPM) method has been established, which can transcend
the performance limitation of the conventional delay-and-
sum approaches, in terms of computational burden, accuracy
and spatial resolution. This paper extends the RPM method
to the TWR imaging model, called as TW-RPM, where the
principle of the original RPM is appropriately extended to
this model by considering the propagation path and delay in
wall. In addition, this paper introduces the image expansion
scheme, based on ellipse fitting approach. As a notable point,
this fitting process is not carried out in real space but in data
space, which is spanned by range points (a set of antenna
location and range) to avoid the extrapolating error due to
TW-RPM imaging process. The FDTD (finite time domain
difference) based numerical simulation shows that our pro-
posed method accurately expands the TW-RPM image even
in narrower aperture case.

Index Terms— Through-the-wall radar (TWR), UWB
radars, Range points migration (RPM), Ellipse based extrap-
olating, Image expansion

1. INTRODUCTION

There are significant demands for target recognition in
through-the-wall radar (TWR) applications, aiming at de-
tecting a survivor buried into collapsed wall, or counting
the number of suspects or terrorists barricaded into rooms.
Microwave UWB(Ultra Wideband) radar is most promising
in terms of higher range resolution and favorable ability of
wall penetrating. There are many research aiming at ef-
ficient TWR imaging, such as synthetic aperture [1], time
reversal approaches [2] or non-linear optimization for multi-
dimensional issue [3]. However, this type of methods, namely
based on waveform focusing approach, has a number of sub-
stantial drawbacks, in terms of insufficient spatial resolution
and accuracy or large computational burden. On the contrary,

we have already developed an accurate and high-resolution
imaging method as range points migration (RPM) method,
which focuses the observed ranges measured at each antenna
location [4, 5]. The effectiveness of RPM has been widely
reported in short-range radar and acoustic imaging studies
[6, 7, 8]. However, the image reproduction region obtained
by RPM and other conventional methods is, usually severely
limited by the aperture size, which is itself restricted by ob-
stacles such as rubble in disaster zones and indoor sensing
problems.

To overcome this problem, this paper proposes an novel
image extrapolation method for the through-the-wall issue by
exploiting the unique feature of RPM method. This method
assumes that a target is expressed as an aggregate of ellipsoid,
such as human body, and extrapolates a part of target as a part
of ellipse. First, we extend the RPM method to TWR imaging
model (called as TW-RPM, Through Wall Range Points Mi-
gration), where the propagation path and delay are appropri-
ately considered under Snell’s law. Next, the reconstruction
image by the TW-RPM is extrapolated by ellipse based fit-
ting. The notable point of this method is that an ellipse based
fitting scheme is carried out not in real space (space where
target and antenna exist) but in data space (consisted of ob-
served range and antenna location) to avoid the fitting error
caused by TW-RPM imaging.

The results from numerical simulation show that our pro-
posed method remarkably expands an image region recon-
structed by the original RPM, which contributes more accu-
rate target recognition issue in the through-the-wall problem.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is shown in Fig. 1. Each target is assumed
to have an ellipse shape with a clear boundary. An omni-
directional antennas is scanned along the x-axis. A planar
wall with a uniform relative permittivity εw and thickness dw

is set parallel to the scanning axis. It is assumed that εw and
dw are known constants. s(L, R′) is defined as the output of
the matched filter to the received electric field at the antenna
location L = (X, 0), where R′ = ct/(2) is expressed by
the time t and the speed of the radio wave c. q = (L, R) is
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Fig. 1. System model.

defined as the range point, which is extracted from the local
maxima of s(L, R′) as to R′, where R denotes the extracted
range.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. TW-RPM Method

In this section, we extend the RPM method (called as TW-
RPM), originally assuming free space imaging, to the TWR
model as follows. Figure 2 shows the principle of the TW-
RPM method. For each extracted range point as qi, the prop-
agation path from antenna to target through the wall is de-
termined by the Snell’s law. The candidate point for target
boundary as pcnd

m (qi) as in Fig. 2 is calculated as;

pcnd
m (qi) = (L1,m + L3,m)em +

L2,m√
εw

ew,m (1)

where m denotes the discretized index of front side wall,

L1,m, L2,m and L3,m are the propagation paths as shown in
Fig. 2, em and ew,m are also the propagation unit vector out
and in a wall, respectively, which can be obtained by dw and
εw. Next, the intersection point between the candidate curves
represented as qi and qj is determined as pint

i,j ;

pint
i,j = arg min

pcnd
m (qi)

‖pcnd
m (qi) − pcnd

n (qj)‖2 (2)

Based on the original RPM principle [4], the target point cor-
responding to the range point qi is determined as pi;

pi = argmax
pint

i,j

∑
k

s(qj)exp

(
−‖pint

i,j − pint
i,k‖2

2σ2
r

)

×exp

(
− |Xi − Xk|2

2σ2
D

)
(3)
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Fig. 2. Target candidate point pcnd
i (q) in TW-RPM method.

where qi �= qj , qi �= qk, qj �= qk hold, and σr and σD are
empirically determined.

3.2. Ellipse fitting in data space

The most simple approach for the extrapolating ellipse shape
target is that the fitting in the real space is carried out using
the estimated TW-RPM target points. As method compari-
son, we briefly introduce the fitting scheme in the real space,
first. To deal with the multiple targets situation, the clus-
tering for the TW-RPM target points is applied here, where
the detail process is described in [9]. Here, we define P ≡
(a, b, XC, YC, θ) as the parameters of the ellipse whose major
axis is a, minor axis is b, the center of focal point is (XC, YC)
and angle from the x axis to the major axis is θ as shown in
Fig. 1. In the real fitting scheme, the parameter P is estimated
as;

P̂
R

i = arg min
P

Mi∑
m=1

‖ rm,i−rm(P ) ‖2, (i = 1, ..., C) (4)

where rm,i = (xm,i, ym,i) denotes the location of the m th
estimated target boundary point in the i cluster, and rm(P )
denotes the location of the ellipse boundary point, which has
a minimum distance to point rm,i. Mi denotes the total num-
ber of the estimated target points in the ith cluster. Note that,
since the TW-RPM imaging itself is not perfect conversion
process from the range point q to the target point r, this ap-
proach severely suffers from the degradation of the ellipse ex-
trapolation, when the estimated target points are distributed in
a small region of whole target shape. Thus, the extrapolation
result becomes extremely sensitive to small errors of target
points caused by TW-RPM imaging process.

As a solution for this problem, this paper introduces the
fitting scheme in data space. We focus here on a one-to-one
correspondence between an estimated target point and a range
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Fig. 3. Fitting scheme in real space.
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Fig. 4. Fitting scheme in data space (the propose method).

point, which is unique property of RPM [4] and also of TW-
RPM. After the clustering, this method determines the param-
eter P as

P̂
D

i =arg min
P

Mi∑
m=1

|Rm,i−Rm(P )|2 (5)

where (Xm,i, Rm,i) denotes the range point corresponding
to the mth estimated target point in the ith cluster. Rm(P )
denotes the minimum range from (Xm,i, 0) to the ellipse ex-
pressed by the parameter P . While the estimated target points
by TW-RPM are used for clustering, the fitting process itself
is completed without TW-RPM imaging. Then, the fitting ac-
curacy of this method depends only on the range errors mea-
sured at each antenna.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN NUMERICAL
SIMULATION

This section describes the performance evaluation of the pro-
posed method. The three targets behind planar wall are as-
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Fig. 5. Clustered range points in data space (left) and target
points in real space (right) by TW-RPM method.

sumed. The dielectric constant and conductivity are set as
εw = 5.0 and σw = 0.005 S/m, respectively. The thickness
of wall is set as dw = 0.04λ. The antenna is scanned for the
range −2.0λ ≤ x ≤ 2.0λ. Each received signal is generated
by FDTD (finite difference time domain) method. The left
and right sides of Fig. 5 show the extracted range points and
the imaging points by TW-RPM after clustering. The average
S/N is around 30 dB, which is defined as the ratio of peak
instantaneous signal power to the averaged noise power, after
applying the matched filter. As mentioned in Sec. 3, while it
is generally difficult to cluster the range points in data space
due to a cross point, the clustering in real space is not diffi-
cult because the target points should be separated in the real
space. Figures 6 and 7 denote the extrapolated images ob-
tained by the fitting scheme in the real space and in the data
space, namely, the proposed idea. Here, in both approaches,
the simulated annealing algorithm is used to avoid falling into
local optimum. In addition, to emphasize the extrapolated
image statistically, these figures illustrate only the region for
which the focused region of the ellipse boundaries as Ii(x, y),
obtained from the results of the simulated annealing, exceeds
a certain threshold [9]. As shown in Fig. 6, the fitting ap-
proach in real space does not work well. This is because the
target points by TW-RPM include a certain error caused by
the imaging process of the TW-RPM. On the contrary, the ex-
trapolated image obtained by the proposed method accurately
expands all the three target boundaries in avoiding the errors
caused by the TW-RPM imaging. It should be also noted
that the accuracy of the extrapolated image by the proposed
method is around 1/100 transmitting wavelength, which can-
not be obtained by the traditional aperture synthesis or beam-
forming approaches.
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Fig. 6. Extrapolated image by fitting in the real space.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper first proposed the TW-RPM method, which was
extended the original RPM to TWR imaging model by con-
sidering propagation delay in wall. In addition, this paper
introduces the accurate target extrapolating method for target
points estimated by the TW-RPM method. As significant fea-
tures of this method, the extrapolating process can be carried
out by using only range information to avoid the errors caused
by the imaging process. This process can be derived from
the unique feature of the TW-RPM method, that it maintains
the one-to-one correspondence relationship between a range
point and a target point. For more expansion of the target im-
age, it is our future work to exploit the multipath environment,
where the equivalent aperture size can be expanded.
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